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Recognizing the showing oﬀ ways to acquire this ebook The Sacred Romance Workbook And Journal Your Personal Guide For
Drawing Closer To The Heart Of God is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to begin getting this info. get the The
Sacred Romance Workbook And Journal Your Personal Guide For Drawing Closer To The Heart Of God member that we have enough
money here and check out the link.
You could buy lead The Sacred Romance Workbook And Journal Your Personal Guide For Drawing Closer To The Heart Of God or
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Drawing Closer To The Heart Of God after getting deal. So, similar to you require the book swiftly, you can straight acquire it. Its so
utterly simple and thus fats, isnt it? You have to favor to in this way of being
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The Sacred Romance Workbook and Journal Your Personal Guide for Drawing Closer to the Heart of God Thomas Nelson
In The Sacred Romance John Eldredge told readers, "It is possible to recover the lost life of our heart and with it the
intimacy, beauty, and adventure of life with God." Now, in The Sacred Romance Workbook and Journal, Eldredge shows
readers how to do that. This highly innovative workbook features Eldredge's profound writing style and guides readers
through an experience of personal assessment and soulful reﬂection. Readers will gain a more passionate and personal
relationship with God through interactive exercises that help them apply material from The Sacred Romance, a
journaling section to document personal reﬂections on the thought-provoking questions raised in the workbook
section, and even recommendations of ﬁlm, music, and art to help them make emotional connections with the material.
Readers will be guided away from a religion of duty and obligation toward a more deeply felt relationship with God.
The Sacred Romance Drawing Closer to the Heart of God Thomas Nelson If you long for something more, even if you
don't know what that something is, then open this profound book. The Sacred Romance is the story of our lives; it is
God's story. It is His invitation to experience His unfathomable love for us. Before long, you will ﬁnd yourself eagerly
turning the pages to ﬁnd out what happens next. The Sacred Romance strikes a chord in us because more than in any
other age, we have lost touch with our hearts. We have left that essential part of ourselves behind in the pursuit of
eﬃciency, success, and even Christian service. From childhood on, something or Someone has called us on a journey of
the heart. It is a journey full of intimacy, adventure, and beauty, but like any fairy tale it is also fraught with more than
a little danger. To ignore this whispered call is to become one of the living dead who carry on their lives divorced from
their most intimate selves, their heart. The Sacred Romance calls to us in our fondest memories, our greatest loves,
our noblest achievements, even our deepest hurts. The reward is worth the risk. Wild at Heart Field Manual A Personal
Guide to Discover the Secret of Your Masculine Soul Thomas Nelson In his book Wild at Heart, author John Eldredge
thrust a generation of men, young and old, toward a journey to recover true masculinity?the soul of a man as God
designed him. If you've already begun the journey, you know how thrilling?and hard?it can be. So you may have longed
for a tool to maximize the impact, a guide to show the way. Packed with new information and insights, the Wild at
Heart Field Manual guides you along "the road less traveled." Filled with probing questions, creative exercises, and
space to record personal ﬁeld notes, this companion volume is designed to transition you from reading about the wild
heart to living from it. For too long, the call of Christianity to men has evoked no higher goal, ultimately, than
becoming a "nice guy." No wonder many men are bored to tears with church. The hero instinct has been trained out of
them. But Eldredge invites men to come alive again, to ﬁnd their great battle, adventure, and beauty. If you dare . . .
keep reading. Your life will never be the same. Captivating Revised and Updated Unveiling the Mystery of a Woman's
Soul Thomas Nelson What Wild at Heart does for men, Captivating does for women: Setting their hearts free. This
groundbreaking book helps readers by: Providing a look into the glorious design of women. Describing how the
feminine heart can be restored. Casting a vision for the power, freedom, and beauty of a woman released to be all she
was meant to be. Healing the trauma of the past. The message of Captivating is this: Your heart matters more than
anything else in all creation. The desires you had as a little girl and the longings you still feel as a woman are telling
you of the life God created you to live. He oﬀers to come now as the Hero of your story, to rescue your heart and
release you to live as a fully alive and feminine woman. A woman who is truly captivating. Captivating: A Guided
Journal Unveiling the Mystery of a Woman's Soul Thomas Nelson Every little girl has dreams of being rescued by the
hero, of being swept away into a great adventure, of being the beautiful princess. Sadly, when women grow up, they
are taught to be tough, eﬃcient, and independent. Many Christian women are tired, struggling under the weight of the
pressure to be a "good servant," a nurturing caregiver, passionate lover, or capable home manager. What the Wild at
Heart Field Manual did for men, the Captivating: A Guided Journal can do for women. By revealing the three distinctly
female desires every woman shares, John and Stasi Eldredge invite participants to recover their feminine hearts, which
may have suﬀered many wounds but were originally deﬁned in the image of a passionate God. You Have What It Takes
What Every Father Needs to Know Thomas Nelson You have what it takes, Dad. Every boy wants to be a hero. He wants
to be powerful, dangerous. He wants to know . . . Do I have what it takes? Every girl wants to believe that she is
captivating, worth ﬁghting for. She wants to know . . . Am I lovely? Only you, Dad, can help your children ﬁnd the
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answer to those questions. That makes you the most powerful man in your child's life. And as you will learn in this
inspiring book, You Have What It Takes. The Ransomed Heart A Collection of Devotional Readings Thomas Nelson For
millions of people, reading the writings of John Eldredge has been a deep and profound experience, generating a
hunger to integrate his ideas and insights into their daily lives. Meeting that need in an innovative way, The Ransomed
Heart features 365 daily readings gleaned from John's best-known works, including Wild at Heart, Captivating, Waking
the Dead, The Journey of Desire, The Sacred Romance, and Epic. More than a daily devotional, this volume is a portable
library that will prompt readers to soulful reﬂection and deeper intimacy with God. Captivating Unveiling the Mystery
of a Woman's Soul Thomas Nelson Inc Every woman was once a little girl and every lilttle girl holds in her heart her most
precious dreams. The message of captivating is that your heart matters more than anything else in creation. The
desires you had as a little girl and the longings you still feel as a woman are telling you of the life God created you to
live.He oﬀers to come now as the hero of your story, to rescue your heart and release you to live a fully alive and
feminine woman. The Sacred River A Novel Simon and Schuster Harriet Heron, an overprotected and reclusive invalid,
leaves Victorian London with her mother, Louisa, and God-fearing aunt, Yael, for a trip to volatile Egypt, where the
trio's sense of empowerment is threatened by Louisa's long-hidden past. Crossings: Discipleship for the Brokenhearted
Lulu.com Experience God's relentless desire to heal your heart. Each chapter in this nine-week study includes
commentary, scripture references, journaling prompts and a discussion guide for small groups. Waking the Dead
Synopsis coming soon....... Sacred Woman: 84 Day Healing Journal A 84 Day Journal for Body, Mind & Spirit. Captivating
Unveiling the Mystery of a Woman's Soul Thomas Nelson Inc What Wild at Heart did for men, Captivating is doing for
women. Setting their hearts free. This groundbreaking book shows readers the glorious design of women before the
fall, describes how the feminine heart can be restored, and casts a vision for the power, freedom, and beauty of a
woman released to be all she was meant to be. The Journey of Desire Searching for the Life You've Always Dreamed Of
Thomas Nelson In his groundbreaking book, The Journey of Desire, John Eldredge invites readers to: Rediscover their
God-given desire. Abandon resignation. Search again for the life they once dreamed of. Sometimes it seems we just
can't get what we want. Circumstances thwart our best-laid plans. We struggle to live a heartfelt life. Worst of all, says
Eldredge, the modern church mistakenly teaches its people to kill desire (calling it sin) and replace it with duty or
obligation (calling it sanctiﬁcation). As a result, at best Christians tend to live safe, boring lives of resignation. At
worst, their desire eventually breaks out in destructive ways such as substance abuse, aﬀairs, and pornography
addictions. Dedicated Journal Dark Blue Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Great for Journaling and Writing Makes the Perfect Gift This Writing Journal is a 8 x 10 soft cover journal notebook diary it has 126 lightly lined white
pages with a beautifully colored cover displaying an inspirational word. Words can make you feel something you wish
to remember, help you see things you don't wish to forget or they make you do something to push you forward. Pick
the word that inspires you! Dimensions: 8 by 10 inches 126 Lightly Lined Pages (128 total pages) Makes the Perfect
Gift White Paper Matte Cover Softcover / Paperback / Notebook 10 Colors: Aqua, Blue, Dark Blue, Green, Orange, Pink,
Purple, Red, Teal and Yellow 36 Words: Abundance, Action, Attitude, Authentic, Believe, Blessings, Courage, Create,
Dedicated, Disciplined, Dreams, Encourage, Faith, Focus, Goals, Grace, Gratitude, Honor, Hope, Inspire, Joy, Kindness,
Love, Motivate, Opportunity, Overcome, Peace, Positive, Purpose, Rejoice, Strategic, Strength, Success, Truth, Vision
and Wisdom A journal is a great tool for any of the following: a day timer, diary, notebook, travel journal, health
journal, idea book, thoughts and dreams, successes, failures, blessings, wish lists, lists, habit tracking, bullet
journaling, things grateful for, prayer lists, to write thoughts and letters to your family, record medical information, a
password notebook, express your feelings, to-do lists, resolve problems, reduce stress, record events, track your
bucket list, keep your deepest secrets, song lyrics, track projects, write poetry, positive quotes, bible verses, bible
study notes, work through heartache or painful memories, or use it for things that enhance your creativity and inspire
you along with a lot more. An easy way to search is type in Elf Owl Publishing, the word and color to get the complete
listing of what is available to show up. Example: Elf Owl Publishing Love Orange - The words and colors available are
listed above in the bullet point section. Be sure to check out our entire line of products: Address Books, Password
Journals, Sermon Notes, Bible Study Notes, Bullet Dot Grid Style Journals, and more. Go to our Author Page by clicking
on Elf Owl Publishing under the title of this product. This is a paperback, softcover, notebook style journal. Hope, Help,
Healing with Archangel Raphael and the Angels iUniverse In this book, Hope, Help, Healing with Archangel Raphael and
The Angels, many comments and much information is given which is extremely important at this time in terms of very
much needed hope both in the present and for the future. Planet Earth and the individuals living on it need to know
about Angels, Archangels, Spirit Guides, and Ascended Masters in order to avail themselves of all the helpful, hopeful,
healing, protecting and guiding ways they have given in the past and about how all these oﬀerings can be utilized now.
The Emerald Joy Healing Ceremonials, the attunements and the messages are valuable because they come directly
from Archangel Raphael himself, his contributions beneﬁting us all.The authors intensive and extensive research about
past Golden Ages and the predicted Golden Age to come culminates in a last chapter which shows the cosmic role
Planet Earth has played in the past and needs to play again.This book has come forth at this time to oﬀer words of
hope, help, and healing to a world in its transformational period! The Journey of Desire Searching for the Life We
Always Dreamed of Thomas Nelson Sometimes it seems we just can't get what we want. Circumstances thwart our bestlaid plans. We struggle to live a heartfelt life. Worst of all, says Eldredge, the modern church mistakenly teaches its
people to kill desire (calling it sin) and replace it with duty or obligation (calling it sanctiﬁcation). As a result, at best
Christians tend to live safe, boring lives of resignation. At worst, their desire eventually breaks out in destructive ways
such as substance abuse, aﬀairs, and pornography addictions. In The Journey of Desire, Eldredge invites readers to
rediscover God-given desire and to search again for the life they once dreamed of. Money Is Love Reconnecting to the
Sacred Origins of Money Secrets of Divine Love Journal Insightful Reﬂections That Inspire Hope and Revive Faith
Secrets of Divine Love Journal is based on the award-winning and #1 international bestselling book, Secrets of Divine
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Love: A Spiritual Journey into the Heart of Islam. Through heart-centered reﬂections, insightful prompts, and thoughtprovoking questions, Secrets of Divine Love Journal can help you foster a deeper relationship with Allah by connecting
you with the heart of your faith in a more intimate and inspiring way.The Secrets of Divine Love Journal connects you
more deeply with Allah through exercises and questions designed to help you:* Experience the love of Allah: Discover
divine love through inspiring stories, powerful verses from the Qur'an, and sayings of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh).*
Connect with your faith: The journal is ﬁlled with a 100+ thought-provoking prompts designed to give you the space to
feel, reﬂect and ultimately return to Allah.* Transform every moment into prayer: Each journaling session begins and
ends with a prayer of gratitude with the intention of allowing you to experience the transformative power of prayer.*
Create connection with your faith community: The questions and prompts within journal were written for both private
contemplation and to be shared amongst friends or answered in book clubs.This journal will follow chapter-by-chapter
the Secrets of Divine Love book. The journal has additional reﬂections, stories, and quotes while supplementing each
chapter with reﬂective prompts alongside ample space for the reader to journal. Each chapter of the Secrets of Divine
Love Journal starts with a quote from Secrets of Divine Love alongside a verse of the Qur'an followed by a story and
reﬂection, an opening prayer, journal prompts, a quote to contemplate upon, and a closing prayer.This book will help
you to reﬂect upon and enjoy your faith from a more holistic perspective. You will learn even more about the pillars,
principles, and practices within the Islamic tradition through the Qur'an, hadith, spiritual teaching stories, and sayings
from mystics like Imam Ghazali, Ibn Arabi, Rumi and countless others. Walk With Gods' Word Personal Journal My Time
With Jesus Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Walk with Gods Word, is a personal journal. Read the scriptures,
and prayers and converse with God. God knows what is in your heart, sometimes writing it down and into your
personal journal helps you understand what you are thinking and feeling. Writing out your thoughts and prayers helps
you put things into prospective. Talk with Jesus, walk with Gods' word and truly become the christian person God
wants you to be. Because of God, Through God, With God, All things ARE! Searching for the Sacred Sixty Meditations
on Faith, Hope, and Love Chalice Press We are walking into a future marked by the challenges of global warming,
political unrest, technology, globalization, and the unraveling of institutions. As we come upon new horizons, we cling
even more to connection and promise. Searching for the Sacred: Sixty Meditations on Faith, Hope, and Love is a
devotional book of stories and parables that gives the reader hope, insight, courage, and resilience. Readers to set
aside 30 minutes a day, beginning at any time of the year, to engage one of 60 meditations and the accompanying
scriptures and to consider the questions tying the daily thoughts together, creating a meaningful time of reﬂection. In
addition to personal devotional time, Searching for the Sacred can be used in class and small group settings. Draw
Your Feelings Out A Doodlycouch Drawing Therapy Workbook Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Talking about
feelings can be hard sometimes. Writing can also be hard, because we try too hard to ﬁnd just the right words.
Drawing and art therapy have been used for years as a way to enable kids (and adults) to express their feelings
without the limitations of words. This workbook has been designed as a way to explore feelings, in a creative and
expressive way, without judgment or a "right or wrong" answer. Each page asks a simple question, and then leaves
open space for drawing any feelings or thoughts related to the question. The process of drawing feelings out may
provide its own healing, or may reveal some areas where there is a need to explore and seek further help from a
qualiﬁed professional. Sacred Love and Sexual Fascination Juxtaposed in Eleven Minutes BOOKSQUIRREL Raihan, MA,
B.Ed (English)UGC-NET (English) Research Scholar (English) Dr.APJ Abdul Kalam University, Indore. Hailing from
Thalassery,Kerala Raihan is an avid traveller, numismatist and a passionate cricketer with zest and zeal in English
Literature. Done Graduation (BA)& Post Graduation (MA) in English Language&Literature from the prestigious Gov’t.
Brennen College. Avid passion in teaching landed him at the threshold of Gov’t. Brennen College of Teacher Education,
Thalassery completing Bachelor of Education ( B.Ed ). Presently persuing Ph.D from Dr.APJ Abdul Kalam University,
Indore in English. His research on Paulo Coelho’s works are intriguing titled as “ Spiritual and Psychological
Metamorphosis of the Individual with Reference to the Selected Novels of Paulo Coelho. ” He is an author of 6 UGC
approved Journals and have presented 4 Papers at International Conferences held in Mumbai& Gwalior on various
themes of Paulo Coelho’s works . His Ambition is to develop a creative awareness in the ﬁeld of English Literature with
new perspectives. How To Find Your One True Love – Book 2 Shepherds Voice Publications, Inc. This amazing book will save
you from choosing the wrong guy and making tragic relationship mistakes. It’ll rescue you from years and years of
misery. This Life-Saving Book will give you…. 1) The 8 steps to attract your one true love 2) How to know God’s will for
your future 3) The top 10 attraction secrets of a woman – and 1 attraction secret of a man 4) And so much more! The
Witch's Book of Love Hundreds of Magical Ways to Attract and Strengthen Love Adams Media Master the magic of
matchmaking in this fun and practical guide to using witchcraft to ﬁnd your perfect partner. Now you can ﬁnd love
faster than ever with this complete guide to magical matchmaking! The Witch’s Book of Love has all the spells and
solutions to help you on your quest for love—and shows you how to make your relationship grow and prosper into the
love you’ve always dreamed of! The Witch’s Book of Love has everything you need to know about attracting the
perfect partner with spells, palmistry, astrology, and numerology. Check your compatibility and seal your new
relationship with charms and other magical mojo so you can make your love last a lifetime. The Journey of Desire
Journal and Guidebook An Expedition to Discover the Deepest Longings of Your Heart Thomas Nelson Encourages readers
to reclaim their soul by exploring more deeply the God-given passions that lie within their heart, so that they can
embrace the journey to the life they have always desired. Original. The Sacred Quest Astor Press Happiness. It is
something we all say we want but so few possess. Why do some people seem to be so happy all the time while others
struggle to ﬁnd joy in their lives? Answers to these questions have come mainly from traditional psychological and
religious understandings. The Sacred Quest looks at happiness through a spiritual lens as well but ﬁnds answers from
a unique Pagan perspective. Your Notebook! Holiday Journal Createspace Independent Publishing Platform A lovely green
journal the color of soft leaves with striped accents oﬀers to help you plan for the days ahead. Keeps you on track to
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remember, soothes your brain cells as you write (because writing does sooth our brain like nothing else...) and is a
wonderful companion to keep your secrets safe. Enjoy this new friend. Ancient Symbols Meditative Coloring Adult
coloring for relaxation, stress reduction, meditation, spiritual connection, prayer, centering, healing, and coming into
your deep, true self. Ages 9 to 109. The drawings of Ancient Symbols: Meditative Coloring Book 3 feature timeless
shapes and forms used by every culture on earth to remind us of the sacred. These drawings serve to inspire deeply
meaningful, meditative, or prayerful experiences through coloring. Ancient and indigenous sacred images speak
deeply to us, to our bones and bellies, to our cellular memory and wisdom, to our souls' yearnings. Native peoples
throughout time and place see the sacred in all of life. For them, holiness IS life. Life is the manifestation of the holy in
all things. Step out of the busy world and into calm and peace. Focus on an aﬃrmation while you color, or on a wish or
a prayer. Ask for understanding or wisdom. Allow expansion into more of what you are meant to be. Or simply color
with an attitude of gentle, graceful willingness. This book includes 32 diﬀerent original drawings, information about
ancient symbols, suggestions for how to use this book, a guided meditation, introduction to the artist, and open pages
inviting you to record your own impressions. Five Volumes of Meditative Coloring Books: Angels, Crosses, Ancient
Symbols, Hearts, and Labyrinths. A Dear God 60 Day Prayer Journal Conversations with the Father Dear God The
Phrenological Journal and Life Illustrated The American Phrenological Journal and Life Illustrated Precious Medicine
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform This book is laden with POWERFUL PRECIOUS DECLARATIONS which can be
taken [applied] like medicine. SPEAK it as prescribed several times a day over situations, crisis, circumstances,
challenges, turmoil, doubt, fear, sickness and so on. God spoke everything into being & we are made in his image,
hence we also have the power to DECREE, DECLARE & ORDAIN and supernaturally take charge by SPEAKING OVER
everything or anything facing us. All we need do is believe! This book is for those willing and ready to take charge of
their lives, their living and be TRANSFORMED through the POWERFUL declaration of SPOKEN words! This book will set
you free in the name of Jesus. All you have to do is believe! Discovering the Miracle of the Scarlet Thread in Every Book
of the Bible A Simple Plan for Understanding the Bible Destiny Image Pub Yes you can understand the Bible! Discovering
the Miracle of the Scarlet Thread in Every Book of the Bible takes the mystery and confusion out of the Bible and
makes God's Word come alive with new insights and a fresh excitement that will have you searching for more. Dr.
Richard Booker unveils the mysteries and secrets of the Bible by explaining its master theme, and then reveals a
simple plan so you can discover God's personal revelation for yourself. Secret Sacred Love Letters Author House Darling,
every day I want to see you...yes I'm crazy...By the way I meant to ask you if you would marry me...no I haven't been
drinking although that sounds very tempting at the moment...its better to marry than to burn...and I've become an
inextinguishable wild ﬁre...you're driving me crazy...(Sept 30th) Babe, Thank you for the beautiful ﬂowers... (April 5th)
When I die men are going to run and spit on my grave! I'm so damned good to you! Nobody will ever love you like I do!
You are spoiled! Ruined! All mines! Even after I'm dead and gone! (Aug 14th) Delight to Be a Woman of God Prayer
Journal (no Lines) (Quiet Time Devotion Book to Write In, War Room Tools for Hearing God, Walking in the Spirit,
Healing, Forgiveness, Freedom from Strongholds, Spiritual Warfare, Finding True Love, Happiness) (Devotional
Notebook for Single Young Women/teenagers to Draw Near to God, Walk with God, Know God's Voice, Hear Jesus
Calling, Make Wise Decisions, Know God's Will, Break Free from Lies, Experience God, Walk in Power, Overcome Trials,
Stress, Conﬂict) Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Has something been missing from your spiritual life? Do you
want to go deeper in the Lord? Experience the power of His presence like never before? This deep devotional quiet
time journal is a companion to the "Delight to Be a Woman of God" Bible Study workbook guide for single women and
teenagers, also by Mikaela Vincent. (See www.MoreThanAConquerorBooks.com.) But you can use it alone for your
times in the Secret Place with God, as well. This lined notebook with plenty of room to write is also packed with how-to
tools on recognizing God's voice, following His lead, making wise decisions, walking in the Spirit and knowing God's
will. Spiritual warfare prayers are included for breaking free from sin habits, lies, generational and other strongholds.
Its companion workbook has added tips on unlocking your beauty and ﬁnding the husband your King has prepared for
you. Written from a mother's heart to her daughter's and spiritual daughters', this journal oﬀers lifetime tips for
drawing near to God, experiencing the power of His presence, navigating conﬂict in relationships, ﬁnding acceptance,
love, and much more. The "Delight to Be a Woman of God Prayer Journal" is also available without lines at
www.MoreThanACoquerorBooks.com. Do you know a man who also wants to grow in his faith? Check out "Dare to Be a
Man of God" and "Dare to Be a Man of God Prayer Journal" by Mikaela Vincent. All of the author's proceeds go to
sharing the light of Christ where it's never been before. Your Soul’S Invisible Codes Unveiling Your Sacred Love Story
Balboa Press This is a UNIQUE and PRICELESS book. In its fullest potential, Your Soul’s Invisible Codes is THREE BOOKS
IN ONE. It contains Love Stories. The ﬁrst is of a sacred garden containing mysterious codes for co-creation. They apply
to your life, to the lives of everyone you know and even to the world. In the second sacred love story, Marj Britt oﬀers
glimpses of her own life as an example of HOW IT WORKS. Most importantly, for you, will be the love story that you will
scribe and write from your own life on the now blank pages following each short chapter. You may even add pictures. It
could be a treasure forever. There is a Promise of transformation as you are oﬀered the Key to Everything. Taking the
deep dives could reveal your purpose and destiny, changing your life and potentially even impacting the world.
Chasing Butterﬂies Gno and a Toby Arora is in a bind. His family has given him the ultimatum to ﬁnd love (the Indian
way) before he hits 30. And despite all odds and a few false starts, he thinks he's found someone perfect. But is she
really the girl of his dreams? Will he be able to connect with someone halfway across the world? Will he be able to
balance career and love? Follow Toby's journey as he chases his butterﬂies and the remarkable and unexpected
discoveries it brings. From the Cover: True love. Professional success. Life goals. Hopes for the future. Dreams, Desires
and everything in between. Butterﬂies. A friend had once shared a remarkable and beautiful interpretation of life: He
said that life is like chasing butterﬂies in a beautiful meadow and every person has their own butterﬂies.... ...And
that's what this story is about. Butterﬂies. Toby Arora's butterﬂies. The pressure to get married that is typical of
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Indian families. The complexity of ﬁnding chemistry and love. The uncertainty spurned by the global recession. The
nostalgia for home and the dilemma of moving back. Laced with humor and sprinkled with spontaneous chats, intimate
emails and thought provoking journal entries, this highly engrossing and relatable novel follows the protagonist Toby,
as he chases his butterﬂies and the remarkable and unexpected discoveries they bring. A quick read perfect for travel,
a day at the beach or an evening on the couch! The Rainbow Book Hele Sits Are you familiar with all of the colours
residing within you? Are you aware of the power that each of them connects you to? Have you sensed or felt them? Do
you know how to beneﬁt from them? This book is made of the very colours - the true power of you. So are you ready to
dive within? The West Virginia School Journal
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